List of Evaluations Currently Scheduled for 2015

1) Final Evaluation “Combating The Worst Forms Of Child Labour In Shrimp And Seafood Processing Areas Of Thailand” (project budget US$ 9,000,000)
   Up to 40 days from mid-February, with in-country work mid-March
   Preferable experience and familiarity with sector based monitoring and supply chain work

2) Final Evaluation of two related projects “Combating Child Labour Through Education” and “Combating Child Labour Through Skills Training For Older Children” (working in Bolivia, Indonesia, Kenya, Mali and Uganda) (project budget USD 9,200,000)
   Up to 40 days from March, with in-country work as of Mid-April
   Requires experience from evaluation of education and skills training; ability to work in English, French and Spanish is preferred

3) Final Evaluation of “Moving towards a Child Labour-Free Jordan” (project budget US$ 3,000,000)
   Up to 40 days from September 2015 with in-country work expected in October 2015
   Preferable with additional experience in evaluation of work with refuges and humanitarian work and knowledge of Arabic

4) Cluster evaluation of ILO/IPEC projects on research and statistics within the Statistical Information and Monitoring of Child Labour (SIMPOC) global programme framework (covering two mid-term and one final evaluation of technical cooperation projects with total funding of US $11,528,453) (Global and various countries)
   Up to 40 days in period June to October 2015 (To Be Confirmed)
   Requires experience from evaluation of policy, research and statistics; ability to work in English with additional ability to work in French and Spanish preferred; proposal for teams of evaluators welcome

5) Expanded Final Evaluation of “Eliminating Child Labour in El Salvador through Economic Empowerment and Social Inclusion” (includes sub-studies on specific focus areas of work and use of results from separate a statistical quantitative impact evaluation and beneficiaries quantitative survey)
   (Project budget US$ 14,000,000)
   Up to 40 days, last quarter of 2015 (To Be Determined)
   Requires experience in managing evaluation teams with sub-studies/research components, gender evaluation approaches, evaluation country experience in El Salvador and familiarity with statistical impact evaluations, bilingual Spanish and English (report to be written in both languages)
6) **Final Evaluation** *Global Action Program On Child Labor Issues* (covering global and multiple countries) (project budget: USD 15'000'000)
Up to 30 days, last quarter of 2015 (To Be Determined)
Requires experience from evaluation of policy, capacity building and national action plans or strategies; ability to work in English with additional ability to work in French and Spanish preferred; proposal for team of evaluators welcome

7) **Final evaluation** of the project “*To reduce the worst forms of child labour in tobacco-growing communities in Zambia***” (project budget US$1,600,000)
Up to 30 days with in-country work in June-July 2015
Requires experience in the region, preferable in Zambia at field and policy level

8) **Final evaluation** of the project “*Creating a protective environment for children in coca growing communities in Soubré, Côte d’Ivoire***” (project budget US$ 1,000,000)
Up to 20 days with in-country work in June-July 2015
Requires country experience, French fluent (+ English an advantage), child labour at communities and policy level knowledge is an advantage

9) **Mid-term and final evaluations** of projects under the Brazil-ILO South-South Cooperation (SSC) Programme “*Support to the Partnership Programme to Prevent and Eliminate Child Labour***” (covering African and Latin American countries)
Up to 40 days; dates to be determined
Requires Portuguese and Spanish, preferred also working knowledge of English, experience in evaluating SSC project and policy work an advantage

10) **Evaluability assessment** of the project “*South-South cooperation for the promotion of decent work in cotton producing countries in Africa and Latin America***” (project budget US$ 6,800,000)
Up to 10 days in the 2nd half of 2015 (covering Africa and Latin America)
Requires Portuguese and English or Spanish, experience in forced labour and child labour in the context of the cotton value chain (or similar value chains) an advantage